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Ekaterina Vostrikova 
Comparatives in Yalálag Zapotec1 
 
Abstract 
 
This paper describes ways of expressing comparative meanings in Yalálag Zapotec based on the 
data collected during the course "Structure of a Non-Indo-European Language" taught by prof. 
Seth Cable at UMass Amherst in Fall 2017. The consultant for this course was Ana Alonso, all 
the data in this paper are coming from my class and individual interviews with her. 
The generalizations emerging from the collected data can be summarized as follows. There are 
no clausal comparatives in the language, all comparatives are phrasal. The standard of 
comparison (a than-phrase) can be introduced by lhau, ka, or kelhke. Suffixes -ll, -telhe and -
lhetelhe optionally mark adjectives and verbs in comparative constructions. Based on the fact 
that -ll/-telh/-lhetelhe and differential measure phrases are in complimentary distribution, I 
suggest the hypothesis that they do not denote comparative quantifiers, but are differential 
measure phrases themselves. All three types of than-phrases are compatible with differential 
measure phrases, however only one of them (namely, the ka-marked ones) can have degree 
denoting expressions as its complement. Thus Yalálag Zapotec present a potential 
counterexample to the empirical generalization in Beck et all 2009 according to which if a 
comparative can host a differential measure phrase, a direct comparison with a degree is also 
possible.  
 
 
1. General form of the positive construction. 
 
Predicative adjectival meanings are expressed in Yalálag Zapotec by adjectival verbs or by 
adjectives with a copular verb. An example of an adjectival verb is given in (1). “Ndon” (“be 
tall”) occupies the first position in the sentence, which is a typical position for a verb (a verb has 
to occupy the first or the second position in a sentence). “Ndon” is not compatible with the 
copular “nak”: (2) is ungrammatical, whereas (3), where “nak” relates the subject “Maria” and 
another DP “a tall girl”, is well-formed. 
 

(1) N-don Malhia’n 
?-tall2   Maria  

Maria is tall 
 

(2) *Nak Malhia’n n-don 
Be    Maria   ?-tall 

Intended: “Maria is tall” 
 
(3) Nak Malhia’n  tu     bidao  ton 

Be   Maria   one  girl   tall 
Maria is a tall girl 
 

Another piece of evidence in favor of the idea that there are adjectival verbs in the language is 
that some of them can be composed with the perfective marker “ba” that normally composes 
with verbs. One example of this construction is given in (4). 

 
(4) Ba  n-gulh Xhua’n 

PERF ?-old  Juan  
																																																								
1 I would like to thank our consultant Ana Alonso for all the data presented in this paper and the instructor of this 
2 The role of the n-prefix on is unclear at this point. 
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Juan is old 
 
An example of an adjective (“zi” – “heavy”) that combines with a copular verb is shown in (5). 
“Zi” can also be an adjectival verb and occupy the first position in the sentence in the absence of 
the copular. 
 

(5) Nak  bdao-n   zi 
Be    baby-DEF  heavy 

This baby is heavy 
 

(6)  zi        bdao- n 
heavy  baby-DEF 

This baby is heavy 
 
In positive constructions measure phrases are not permitted, as shown in (7). 
 

(7)  *chop  metlh      ndon  Xhua’n 
2   meters tall  Juan  

Intended: “Juan is 2 meters tall”.  
Comment by the consultant: “I feel I need to say something else, like compare him with 
someone else, this feels incomplete”. 

 
 

2. Markings of comparative constructions 
 
The standard of comparison in comparatives can be introduced by three different markers: ka (8) 
and (9), kelhke (10) and (11), and lhau (12) and (13). 
 

(8)   Ndon-ll Xhua’n  ka  Malhia'n 
Tall-? Juan   than Maria  

       Juan is taller than Maria 
 

(9)   Na’chll Xhua’n  ka  Malhia’n 
Small-? Juan   than Maria  

       Juan is smaller than Maria 
 

(10) Ndon-ll  Xhua’n kelhke Malhia'n 
Tall-?  Juan  than  Maria  

Juan is taller than Maria 
 
(11) Na’ch-ll  Xhua’n kelhke Malhia'n 

Small-?  Juan  than  Maria  
Juan is smaller than Maria 

 
(12) Ndon-ll  Xhua’n lhau  Malhia'n 

Tall-?  Juan  in-front Maria  
Juan is taller than Maria 
 
(13) Na’chll Xhua’n  lhau  Malhia’n 

Small-? Juan   in-front Maria  
       Juan is smaller than Maria 
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The suffix -ll that appears on “ndon” in (8)-(13) is optional as the well-formedness of (14) 
shows. In general, the consultant always preferred a version with the suffix –ll over the one 
without any marking on the adjectival verb. 
 

(14)  Ndon  Xhua’n  ka/ kelhke/lhau  Malhia'n 
Tall    Juan   than    /in front Maria  

       Juan is taller than Maria 
 
Suffix -ll can directly attach to other verbs as well. In (15) –ll attaches to the verb “read” (the 
positive form of “read” is shown in (16)) and in (17)  to the verb “love” (the positive form of 
“love” is shown in (18)). 
 

(15) Llul-ll  Xhua’n kelhke/ka Malhia’n 
Read-?  Juan  than   Maria 

Juan reads more than Maria 
 

(16) Da xhen  llul Xhua’n 
?? a lot  read Juan 

Juan reads a lot 
 

(17) Nlli’e-ll-lhe  Xhua’n Malhia’n kerke/ ka Anna’-n 
Love-?-?   Juan  Maria  than   Anna 

Juan loves Maria more than Anna  
 

 
(18) Nlli’elhe Xhua’n Malhia'n 

Love   Juan  Maria 
Juan loves Maria 
 
In comparatives built from adjective+copular constructions (like the one in (19)) the preferred 
position of -ll is on the copular (21) and not on the adjective (21). 
 

(19) Llak zay gani 
Be  cold here 
It is cold here 
 

(20) Llak-ll zay gani kelhke site 
Be-?  cold here than  Mexico 

It is colder here than in Mexico 
 

(21) ?llak zay-ll  gani kelhke site 
Be  cold-? here than  Mexico 

It is colder here than in Mexico 
 
There are two other suffixes that can appear on verbs in comparatives: - telhe ((22) and (24)) and 
- lhetelhe (23) and (25)). 
 

(22) Ndon-telhe Xhua’n ka  Malhia'n 
  Tall-?   Juan   than Maria  

Juan is taller than Maria 
 

(23) Ndon-lhetelhe  Xhua’n lhau  Malhia’n 
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Tall-?    Juan  in-front Maria 
Juan is much taller than Maria 
 

(24) Btas-telhe  Xhuan ka  Malhia'n 
Sleep-?   Juan   than Maria 

Juan slept longer than Maria 
 

(25) Btas-lhetelhe Xhua’n ka  Malhia'n 
Sleep-?    Juan   than Maria 

Juan slept much longer than Maria 
 
The suffixes - ll and - telhe cannot combine. 
 

(26) *Ndon-ll-telhe  Xhua’n lhau  Malhia’n 
tall-?-?    Juan  in-front Maria 

Intended: “Juan is taller than Maria” 
 
Building a comparative from an adjective in an attributive position does not seem to be possible 
in Yalálag Zapotec.  
 

(27) *Nak Malhia’n tu  bidaonolh ton-ll  ka  Anna 
be Maria  one girl   tall-?  than Anna 

Intended: “Maria is a taller girl than Anna” 
 
3. The contribution of -ll, -telhe, -lhetelhe  
 
 The meaning of a comparative in Yalálag Zapotec seem to be contributed by lhau, ka or kelhke 
and not by suffixes -ll, -telhe, -lhetelhe3. 
The first fact that points in that direction is that the marking on the verb is optional and the 
comparative meaning is possible in its absence as it was shown above. 
Another piece of evidence in favor of the hypothesis that the comparative operator is not 
introduced by -ll, -telhe, or –lhetelhe is the fact that none of these suffixes is compatible with 
differential measure phrases, even though differential measure phrases are possible in 
comparatives in Yalálag.  
For example, (28) and (29) where “ndon” does not have a suffix, is well-formed, however, (30)- 
(32) are ungrammatical.  
 

(28) Lhatdauze  ndon  Xhua’n  ka  Malhia'n 
a little bit  tall  Juan   than Maria 

Juan is a little bit taller than Maria 
 

(29) Lhatze  ndon  Xhua’n  ka  Malhia'n 
a little bit tall  Juan  than Maria 

Juan is a little bit taller than Maria 
 

(30) *Lhatdauze/lhatze  ndon-ll Xhua’n ka  Malhia'n 
    a little bit     tall-?  Juan   than Maria 

Intended: “Juan is a little bit taller than Maria”.  
 

(31) *Lhatdauze/lhatze  ndon-telhe Xhua’n ka  Malhia'n 

																																																								
3 This pattern is very common cross linguistically Schwarzschild, R. (2010).  
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    a little bit     tall-?   Juan  than Maria 
Intended: “Juan is a little bit taller than Maria”  
 

(32) *Lhatdauze/lhatze  ndon-lhetelhe Xhua’n ka  Malhia'n 
    a little bit     tall-?    Juan  than Maria 

Intended: “Juan is a little bit taller than Maria”  
 
The situation with more specific differential measure phrases referring to a particular degree is 
more complex. Such differential phrases are definitely possible in the absence of -ll, -telhe, or –
lhetelhe marking on the verb, as shown in (33) and (34).  
 

(33) Chi yon sentimitlhose  ndon  Xhua’n ka/kelhke/lhau  Malhia’n 
10  5  cm     tall-?  Juan  than/in-front  Maria 

Juan is 50 cm taller than Maria 
 
(34) Tu  kil  nde  bdaon lhau  bin  jito 

  One  kg  more  baby   in-front  person other 
This baby is one kg heavier than the other baby 

 
However, it is difficult to get consistent judgments for sentences like (35), where “ndon” has 

suffix -ll,  and (36), where “ndon” has suffix - telhe.  During one of the session the consultant 
rejected those sentences.  However, during other sessions structurally identical sentences like the 
one in (37) were accepted.  

 
(35) *Chi yon sentimetlhose ndon-ll  Xhua’n ka    /lhau  Malhia'n 

10  5  cm    tall-?  Juan  than/in-front Maria 
Intended meaning: “Juan is 50 cm taller than Maria” 

 
(36) *Chi yon  sentimetlhose ndon-telhe Xhua’n  ka/lhau   Malhia'n 

10 5    cm     tall-?    Juan   than/in-front Maria 
Intended meaning: “Juan is 50 cm taller than Maria” 

 
(37)     Ga’i sentimetlhose ndon-ll  Xhua’n ka    /lhau  Malhia'n 

5  cm    tall-?  Juan  than/in-front Maria 
Juan is 5 cm taller than Maria 

 
It is possible that the difficulty with judging the sentences of this form are coming from the fact 
that the differential phrases like “chi yon  sentimetlhose” are not native to Yalálag.  
The judgments for sentences with differential measure phrases like “lhatdauze” and “lhatse” (“a 
little bit”) that are native to the language were systematic: sentences that had both “lhatdauze” 
(or “lhatse”)  and one of the suffixes -ll, -telhe, or –lhetelhe on the verb were always rejected. 
Based on the observation that  lhatse, lhatdauze, –ll, –telhe, –lhetelhe seem to be competing for 
the same position, I suggest that –ll, –telhe and  –lhetelhe are differential measure phrases 
themselves: they provide an information about the difference between the compared items. 
The data I have collected so far are consistent with the hypothesis that both –ll and –telhe simply 
mean “to some extend”.  I was unable to find any meaning differences between –ll and –telhe. 
The sentences (38) and (39) both were judged as acceptable in the context where Juan is a dwarf 
and Jorge is a giant man. This shows that -ll, -telhe can be used to characterize the difference 
between two objects that is known to be very large.  
On the other hand, both sentences were accepted in the context where both Jorge and Juan are 
two small animals (mice) and the difference between them is very small. 
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(38) Ndon-ll Jolhjen kelhke/ka/lhau   Xhuan 
Tall-? Jorge  than  /in front  Juan 

Jorge is taller than Juan 
  

(39)  Ndon-telhe Jolhjen kelhke/ka/lhau   Xhuan 
 Tall-?   Jorge  than  /in front   Juan 

Jorge is taller than Juan 
 
Both sentences (40) (with –ll)  and (41) (with –telhe) were judged to be acceptable in the context 
provided by a picture where two big elephants (the purple one and the blue one) are standing 
next to each other and the difference in their size is again very small.  
 

(40) Ndon-ll ba   molhaden kelhke/ka/lhau  ba   zulen 
Tall-? animal purple  than  /in front animal blue 

The purple animal is bigger than the blue one 
 

(41) Ndon-telhe ba   molhaden kelhke/ka/lhau  ba   zulen 
Tall-?  animal purple  than  /in front animal blue 

The purple animal is bigger than the blue one 
 
The suffix -lhetelhe has a different meaning. For example the sentence in (42) is acceptable in 
the context where Juan slept a lot more than Maria, but is not acceptable in the context where 
Juan slept only 5 minutes longer than Maria. In the second context, one can use (43) or (44).  
 

(42) Btas-lhetelhe Xhuan ka  Malhia'n 
Sleep-?   Juan  than Maria 

Juan slept more than Maria 
 

(43) Btas-telhe Xhuan ka  Malhia'n 
Sleep-?  Juan  than Maria 

Juan slept more than Maria 
 

(44) Btas-ll Xhuan ka  Malhia'n 
Sleep-? Juan  than Maria 

Juan slept more than Maria 
 
In a similar way, the sentence in (45) is acceptable in the context where the difference in height 
between Juan and Maria is large. It is not felicitous in the context where the difference between 
them is very small, even if both of them are very tall.  
 

(45) Ndon-lhetelhe  Xhua’n kelhke/lhau  Malhia’n 
Tall-?    Juan  than   /lhau  Maria 

Juan is way taller than Maria 
 
Those facts suggest that -lhetelhe  means “much” (“a lot”) and can occupy the position of a 
differential measure phrase.  The suffix –lhetelhe can occur in positive sentences as well (46). In 
this case the meaning it contributes is “a lot” , “much”. 
 

(46) Btas-lhetelhe Xhua’n 
Sleep-?   Juan 
Juan slept a lot. 
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The hypothesis that -lhetelhe means “much” is challenged by the fact that –lhetelhe is not 
compatible with the verb that means “be small”. Given this hypothesis the fact that (47) is 
ungrammatical is not expected. The relevant English sentence is acceptable and if  –lhetelhe 
were simply characterizing the size of difference between Juan and Maria, (47) would have been 
be well-formed. The consultant provided the following comment: “There is a conflict between -
lhetelhe and na’ch. We use lhetelhe to talk about something large.” 
  

(47) *Na’ch-lhetelhe Xhuan kelhke/lhau   Maria'n 
  small-?    Juan  than    /in front Maria 

The intended meaning: “Juan is much smaller than Maria”  
 
At this point I do not have sufficient data to establish whether the suffixes -telhe and -lhetelhe  
are related in any way.  The suffix –telhe occurs in words that mean “very much” (some 
examples are given in (49), (49), (50)).  
 

(48) Llebastelhe llak zay gani 
very much be  cold here 

It is very cold here 
 

(49) Zitelhe  llak zay gani  
very much be  cold here 

It is very cold here 
 

(50) Zitelhe   ba   btas-be 
very much PEFR sleep-3FAM 

He slept too much 
 
The comparative meaning is not easily accessible in the absence of ka, kelhke and lhau, which 
again suggests that it is contributed by those elements and not by the marking on the verb. For 
example, the consultant said that (51) is only possible as something uttered by a kid.  
 

(51) ?Na’ch Xhuan.  Ndon-telhe Jolhjen 
  small Juan.   Tall-?  Jorge 

Juan is short. Jorge is taller. 
 
The consultant judged the discourse in (52) as not felicitous.  
 

(52) #Ndon Malhia'n. Ndonll Xhua’n 
  tall  Maria  tall  Juan 

Intended meaning: “Maria is tall. Juan is taller”. 
 
The consultant suggested the discourse given in (53) instead. She provided the following 
comment: “This is a conversation. Two people are talking. They are disagreeing”. The discourse 
in (52) is infelicitous in Russian as well. In order to make it felicitous, one needs to add “even” 
(“Juan is even taller”). One possibility is that “ka bi” in (53) makes a similar contribution. Even 
in this case it is unclear why A and B are disagreeing here, given that they are talking about two 
different people. I leave this issue for further study.  
 

(53) A: Ndon  Maria. 
Tall  Maria 
Maria is tall 

  B: Ka bi     ndon-ll Xhua’n. 
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No not tall-?  Juan 
 
If –ll, –telhe, and –lhetelhe are differential measure phrases, we would expect that other 
differential measure phrases would be able to make the comparative meaning accessible to some 
extent in the absence of a than-phrase. This prediction is not born out: the sentence in (54) was 
rejected by the consultant as ungrammatical.  
 

(54) *Ndon Malhia’n. Gai sentimitlhose  ndon  Xhua’n 
tall  Maria.   5  cm     tall  Juan 

 Intended: “Maria is tall. Juan is 5 cm taller”.  
 
4. Differences between ka, kelhke and lhau 
 
All types of than-phrases in Yalálag seem to be compatible with differential measure phrases as 
shown by the example (33) (repeated below as (55)). 
 

(55) Chi yon sentimitlhose  ndon  Xhua’n ka/kelhke/lhau  Malhia’n 
10  5  cm     tall-?  Juan  than/in-front  Maria 

Juan is 50 cm taller than Maria 
 
The data already considered also seem to suggest that the suffixes –ll, –telhe,–lhetelhe and than-
phrase markers ka, kelhke and lhau can freely combine. 
Lhau differs from ka and  kelhke in two ways: it can agree with its complement and it can only 
occur in constructions with the meaning of a spatial comparison. The first point is demonstrated 
in (56).  

 
(56) Ndon-ll be  lha-o 

Tall-? she in-front-2sg 
She is taller than you. 
 
The second point is demonstrated in (57) and (58), where the comparison is not in terms of 
dimensions and lhau is not allowed unlike ka and kelhke. 
 

(57) Nlli’e-ll-lhe Xhua’n Malhia’n ka/kelhke/*lhau  Anna’n 
Love-?-?  Juan  Maria  then       /*in front Anna 

 Juan loves Maria more than Anna. 
 

(58) Llak-ll zay gani ka/kelhke/*lhau site 
   Be-?     cold   here then       /*in front Mexico 
It is colder here than in Mexico 
 
This property of lhau  is most likely related to the fact that lhau in this language is a preposition 
meaning “in front”: such usage is demonstrated in (59). 
 

(59)  Tu  beko’n da lu ksina.  Na  tu  beko’n   da  lhau   yo’n. 
One dogDEF ? in kitchen. And one dogDEF  ?   in-front house 

One of the dogs is in the kitchen. And one of the dogs is in front of the house. (this data point is 
from Kimberly Johnson’s interview).  
  
Even though all of the than-phrase markers are compatible with differential measure phrases, 
only one of them, namely ka, can introduce a direct comparison with a degree (shown in (60)-
(65)). This fact is surprising given the generalization in Beck et all 2009 according to which if a 
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comparative can host a differential measure phrase, a direct comparison with a degree is also 
possible. 
 

(60) *na’ ch-ll  Xhua’n lhau/kelhke  chop metlh 
small-?   Juan  in-front/than  2  meters 

 Intended: “Juan is shorter than 2 meters”  
 

(61) *ndon-ll  Xhua’n lhau       /kelhke chop metlh 
tall-?   Juan  in-front/than  2  meters 

Intended: “Juan is taller than 2 meters” 
 

(62) na’ ch-ll  Xhua’n ka  chop metlh 
small-?  Juan  than 2   meters 

Juan is shorter than 2 meters 
 

(63) ndonll Xhua’n  ka chop metlh 
  small-? Juan  than 2   meters 

Juan is taller than 2 meter 
 

(64) *Ba  bela mastelhe kelhke/lhau  chon liblh 
Perf  read go-over  than  /in front 3  book 

Intended: “I read more than 3 books”. 
 

(65) Ba  bela mastelhe ka  chon liblh 
Perf read go-over  than 3  book 

I read more than 3 books 
 
One interesting strategy of making a direct comparison with a degree that does not use any than-
phrase is show by sentences in (66) and (67). 
 

(66) Ba  bdetelhe  chon liblh bela 
Perf goes-over 3  book read-1sg   

Lit: it goes over 3 books that I read. 
I read more than 3 books. 
 

(67) Ba  bdetelhebe   tu  lla  dulbe  tasbe 
Perf goes-over-3FAM one day lay-1sg sleep-1sg  

Lit: he went over one day that he lay sleeping. 
He slept longer than one day 
 
5. There are no clausal comparatives in the language 
 
There are no clausal comparatives in Yalálag. Ka, kelhke and lhau require a DP complement. 
The phrasal comparative in (68) is ambiguous. It can mean that Juan loves Maria more than 
Anna loves her or that Juan loves Maria more than he loves Anna. The attempt to disambiguate it 
by putting the well-formed sentence in (69) after ka or kelhke results in an ungrammatical 
sentence (70). 

 
(68) Nlli’elllhe Xhua’n Malhia’n kelhke/ka Anna’ 

Love   Juan  Maria  than   Anna 
Juan loves Maria more than Anna 
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(69) nlli’elhe Anna’n lebe 
love  Anna  her 

Anna loves her 
 
(70) *Nlli’elllhe  Xhua’n Malhia’n kelhke/ ka nlli’elhe Anna’n lebe 

  Love   Juan  Maria  than   love  Anna  her 
Intended: "Juan loves Maria more than Anna loves her".  
 

An attempt to built a clausal comparative with a modal verb from a grammatical sentence (71), 
was also unsuccessful (shown in  (72)). 
 

(71) Daxhena llayal  gak mesen 
Big   should be  table-DEF 

This table must be bigger. 
 
 

(72) *Chinkwll mes kia'n  ka  llayal  gak mes-en 
small  table my   than must  be  table-DEF 
Intended: “This table is smaller than it should be”. 
 

When the consultant was asked to translate the English sentence “This table is smaller than it 
should be” into Yalálag, she suggested the discourse in (73) that does not have any comparatives 
in it.  
 

(73) Chinkw-telhe benlhis be'en-en   mes kia'n. Chinkwtelhe nak mesen 
smal-?   make  person-DEF table my. Small    be  table 

This person made my table too small. This table is small 
 
Similar indirect translation was offered for the sentence “This table is heavier than I thought it 
was” (74).  
 

(74) Kakse zi   nak mes-en 
??   heavy be  table-DEF 
 The table is heavy (the table turned out to be heavy) 

 
6. Evidence in favor of degree arguments in the language 
 
Based on the data considered so far we can conclude that Yalálag is a language that has gradable 
predicates (lexical items that introduce degree arguments). This language does not belong to the 
set of languages that use the conjunctive strategy for building the comparative meaning. 
Languages that use this strategy built the meaning of “John is taller than Mary” via the 
conjunction of a positive and a negative sentence “John is tall and Mary is not tall”, where what 
is considered to be “tall” is set by the first conjunct. In languages that employ this strategy it is 
not possible to use a comparative to talk about two items that are very close in size (Beck et all 
2009). It was shown above that all types of Yalálag’s comparatives are possible in a context 
where both compared items are almost equally small or large. 
Another argument in favor of the idea that there are gradable predicates in Yalálag is the fact that 
all of the comparatives are compatible with differential measure phrases. This property is also 
used by (Beck et all 2009) as evidence showing that a language has abstraction over degree 
arguments. The second test that they suggest – the existence of subcomparatives (constructions 
like “this book is longer than it is wide”) – is not applicable to Yalálag because it is confounded 
by the fact that Yalálag does not have clausal comparatives at all.  
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 Conclusion  
 
In this paper I have described some ways of building comparatives in Yalálag Zapotec. The data 
discussed in this paper support the following conclusions about the language. There are no 
clausal comparatives in the language. The standard of comparison (a than-phrase) can be 
introduced by lhau, ka, or kelhke. Suffixes –ll, –telhe -,lhetelhe optionally mark adjectives and 
verbs in comparative constructions. Based on the fact that –ll, –telhe -,lhetelhe and differential 
measure phrases are in complimentary distribution, I suggested that they are differential measure 
phrases themselves. All three types of than-phrases are compatible with differential measure 
phrases, however only one of them (namely, the ka-marked ones) can have degree denoting 
expressions as their complements. Thus Yalálag Zapotec present a potential counterexample to 
the generalization in Beck et all 2009 according to which if a comparative can host a differential 
measure phrase, a direct comparison with a degree is also possible. 
The presented evidence is sufficient to conclude that there are gradable predicates (lexical items 
that introduce degree arguments) in Yalálag. The fact that differential measure phrases are 
allowed with any type of comparatives in Yalálag suggests that this language also has abstraction 
over degree arguments. 
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